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	Over 70 recipes that will help you master the elements and best practices required to build a modern game engine using Lua


	About This Book

	
		Discover how to solve common and less common problems in game mechanics
	
		Learn about modern computer graphics, sounds, physics, artificial intelligence and much more
	
		Packed with loads of practical examples, step-by-step instructions, and supporting explanations to help you build a modern game engine using Lua



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is for all programmers and game enthusiasts who want to stop dreaming about creating a game, and actually create one from scratch.


	The reader should know the basics of programming and using the Lua language. Knowledge of the C/C++ programming language is not necessary, but it's strongly recommended in order to write custom Lua modules extending game engine capabilities or to rewrite parts of the Lua code into a more efficient form.


	Algebra and matrix operations are required in order to understand advanced topics in Chapter 4, Graphics – Legacy Method with OpenGL 1.x-2.1 and Chapter 5, Graphics – Modern Method with OpenGL 3.0+.


	Sample demonstrations are coupled with binary libraries for Windows and Linux operating systems for convenience.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Set up OpenGL graphics along with GLSL shaders
	
		Use lighting and graphical effects
	
		Create animated game characters using Box2D library
	
		Load and use textures, fonts, and 3D models
	
		Design and implement a graphical user interface
	
		Integrate simple Artificial Intelligence for pathfinding
	
		Implement networking support
	
		Use data structures in programming



	In Detail


	The Lua language allows developers to create everything from simple to advanced applications and to create the games they want. Creating a good game is an art, and using the right tools and knowledge is essential in making game development easier.


	This book will guide you through each part of building your game engine and will help you understand how computer games are built. The book starts with simple game concepts used mainly in 2D side-scroller games, and moves on to advanced 3D games. Plus, the scripting capabilities of the Lua language give you full control over game.


	By the end of this book, you will have learned all about the components that go into a game, created a game, and solved the problems that may arise along the way.
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Microsoft System Center: Network Virtualization and Cloud Computing (Introducing)Microsoft Press, 2014

	Part of a series of specialized guides on System Center - this book delivers a focused overview of network virtualization capabilities and cloud computing scenarios. Series editor Mitch Tulloch and a team of System Center experts provide concise technical guidance as they step you through key technical scenarios and considerations.
...
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3ds Max 8 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
If 3ds Max 8 can do it, you can do it too ... 
Spark your creativity with the world's most popular animation software and the detailed instruction in this power-packed book from an industry expert. If you're new to 3ds Max, jump right in with a Quick Start program that will have you modeling and rendering a complete image your first day....
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Flash + After EffectsFocal Press, 2008
The primary audience for this book is Flash animators and designers. These Flash users can be professionals in the workforce, students, or anyone interested in creatively enhancing their Flash projects. This book assumes that readers have prior Flash experience. They should have a working knowledge of the Flash workspace and an understanding of...
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The Graphic Designer's Business Survival GuideAMACOM, 2012

	Graphic design is a crowded, highly competitive world. And it takes a lot more than raw talent and technical ability to make it as an independent designer. Successful graphic designer and entrepreneur, Larry Daniels exposes the weak spot of so many: the critical business side of running even a one-person design firm. Designers often...
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Marketing Kit for DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	The forms, letters, and other tools included in Marketing Kit For Dummies, 3rd Edition enable readers to start a successful marketing program from the beginning. The expert tips and information presented in the book take some of the mystery out of marketing and explain, step-by-step, how to implement and execute a successful marketing...
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Capital Instincts: Life as an Entrepreneur, Financier, and AthleteJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
For over three decades, Thomas W. Weisel has been one of the leading figures of the financial scene that blossomed along with Silicon Valley, becoming an integral part of its phenomenal success. Many pioneers have contributed to the changing nature of U.S. business, but only a few have emerged as real leaders in American entrepreneurialism. Thom...
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